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Abstract 
We describe finks between a recently introduced semidefinite relaxation for the max-cut problem 
and  the well known  semidefinite relaxation  for the  stable set  problem underlying  the Lovfisz's 
theta function. It tums out that the connection between the convex bodies defining the semidefinite 
relaxations  mimics  the connection existing between the corresponding polyhedra.  We also show 
how  the  semidefinite relaxations  can  be combined with  the  classical linear relaxations  in  order 
to obtain tighter relaxations. ©  1997 The Mathematical Programming Society, Inc. Published by 
Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1.  Introduction 
We  consider  the  following  two  combinatorial  optimization  problems:  the  max-cut 
problem  (8)  and  the  maximum  stable  set  problem  (10).  It  turns  out  that,  in  order  to 
establish  the connections existing between  these  two problems,  it is convenient to intro- 
duce an  intermediate problem,  namely,  the unconstrained  quadratic  (0, 1)-programming 
problem  (9),  which  is well  known  to be equivalent to  the max-cut problem. 
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A  classical  approach  in  the literature to attack these NP-hard problems is the poly- 
hedral approach, leading to the study of the associated polyhedra: the cut polytope ( 1 ) 
and the stable set polytope (4). A  complete description of these polyhedra being out of 
reach, the general trend was to try to find good linear relaxations of these polyhedra, i.e., 
relaxations  by slightly  larger polyhedra over which  one could  optimize in polynomial 
time. 
Another  approach,  which  has  recently  received  a  lot  of  interest,  is  to  find  good 
nonlinear relaxations of the polyhedra, namely, to find relaxations  by  (not necessarily 
polyhedral) convex bodies. Such relaxations are generally obtained by requiring positive 
semidefiniteness of some matrices associated with the problems. Hence, one can optimize 
over  them  in  polynomial time.  This  was  first  done  for the  stable  set  problem, when 
Gr6tschel,  Lovfisz and  Schrijver  [13]  introduced  the  convex  body  TH(G)  as  a  (in 
general, nonpolyhedral)  relaxation of the stable set polytope. Recently, the elliptope C 
was introduced and used in  [ 11, 19, 23]  as a semidefinite relaxation of the cut polytope. 
In Section 2, we recall the definitions of the various polytopes and nonpolyhedral sets 
which  are  used  in  connection  with  the  above discrete  optimization problems. Formal 
definitions of the problems are given in Section 3. 
Table  1 summarizes  the data about the problems and  their relaxations.  Its columns 
correspond  to  the  three  optimization problems under  consideration.  The  entries  in  the 
first row represent the polytopes, defined as the convex hulls of the integer solutions. The 
second row describes the polytopes obtained as linear relaxations of the problems. These 
relaxations  are  derived  from  the  triangle  inequalities  and  the  odd  cycle  inequalities, 
respectively.  Finally  the  last  row  corresponds  to  the  semidefinite  relaxations  of  the 
problems. 
A  correspondence  between  the  first  two  columns  of  Table  1  will  be  recalled  in 
Section 4.1. It consists of a single mapping ~p which establishes an isomorphism between 
the two members in each of the three pairs: 
4-1  (CUTo,+I)×O,+I).BQP,×,,),  (MET~/+t)×O,+I),BQL, xn).  and  (L'n×,, Q,x,,). 
The correspondence  between  the  second  and  third  column  of Table  1 is  discussed  in 
Section 4.2. It turns out that the entries in the third column are isomorphic to the entries 
of the second  column  intersected  by a  linear subspace.  In particular,  it is well known 
that  the  maximum  stable  set  problem  can  be  formulated  in  a  very  simple  way  as  a 
special case of max-cut problem. Accordingly, it is also well known that the stable set 
polytope can be formulated as a section of the cut polytope by suitable hyperplanes. We 
show in addition that their semidefinite relaxations follow the same pattern, i.e.,  that the 
body TH(G)  is nothing but a  section of the elliptope by the same set of hyperplanes. 
The  presented  connection  shows  that  the  maximum stable  set problem can  be for- 
mulated and solved as a  constrained max-cut problem, where the constraints are linear 
equations.  This is, in fact, true for an arbitrary  (0, 1  )-quadratic or linear problem. The 
max-cut problem captures  the underlying 0-1  structure,  and  the problem itself can  be 
interpreted as additional constraints to the max-cut problem. (More details are given in M. Laurent et al./Mathematical Programming 77 (1997) 225-246 
Table 1 
Discrete optimization problems and their relaxations 
227 
Max-cut  Quadratic optimization  Maximum stable set 
Integral polytope  CUT~x  In  BOP. x n  STAB  (G) 
Linear relaxation  MET  + t  BQLn  x n  ODD  (G)  nxn 
Semidefinite relaxation  Enxn  Qnxn  TH(G) 
Section 6.)  In particular,  any progress in solving the max-cut problem can be potentially 
utilized  for general  (0, I )-quadratic  or linear problems. 
Another  goal  of  the  paper  is  to  propose  a  combination  of  the  linear  and  positive 
semidefinite  relaxations  to  develop  efficient  computational  schemes.  One  of  the  fre- 
quently used  approaches,  the simplex cutting plane algorithm, enables  such  a  combina- 
tion.  For  this  approach,  it  is  convenient  to  minimize  the  number  of variables,  i.e.,  to 
optimize over MET  +l (G) M S(G)  for the max-cut problem. Our results indicate,  how- 
4-1  ever,  that a  tighter approximation  can  be obtained  by optimizing over MET.x n M gnxn 
(see  Section  5).  In  this  approach,  the  number  of variables  becomes  too  large  for the 
simplex algorithm,  and an interior point algorithm might be more suitable. 
2.  Polyhedra  and semidefinite relaxations 
We introduce  various geometrical  objects -  polyhedra,  as well as nonpolyhedral  con- 
vex sets -  which are later used in the formulation of combinatorial optimization problems 
and of their relaxations. Since we work with a large number of "objects", we will present 
them in  groups according  to  the dimension  of the underlying space.  First,  we describe 
objects  lying in  the Euclidian  space  R "xn.  Then,  given  a  graph  G  =  (V,E)  on  n  =  IvI 
nodes,  we introduce some additional  convex sets associated with the graph G  which are 
defined  in the Euclidean  spaces  N v, 1~  E and  N v+e. 
2.1.  Convex sets' in Nnxn 
The set of symmetric n  x  n-matrices  is denoted  as SYM.x,,.  We  write X  ~  0  when 
X  is  a  symmetric  positive  semidefinite  matrix,  i.e.,  if xTxx  >1 0  for all  x  E  N n.  We 
define the following six convex subsets of SYM.x,,:  CUT,x1,,,  MET,,O-Ix  n, gnxn, BQP.x~, 
BQL.x.,  and  Q.x.. 
The cut polytope is defined  by 
CUT,,ix  l,, := Conv (xx  T I x  C {- 1.1 }").  (1) 
The metric polytope is defined  by 228  M. Laurent et al./Mathematical Programming 77 (1997) 225-246 
MET+t,  x,,  := {X E  SYM, x,  I Xii =  1 for i =  1 ....  .  n, 
Xij--Xik--Xjk  ~>--I  for 1 ~<i,j,k~<n, 
Xij + X~k + Xj~  /> -  1 for 1 ~< i, j, k ~< n}. 
The inequalities  defining MET  +1  -,x,  are known as  the triangle inequalities. The elliptope 
C,x,  is defined by 
gnx, := {X E SYMnx,,  [ X  ___ 0,  Xii =  1 for all  i =  1  .....  n}. 
Its members  are sometimes called correlation  matrices. 
The boolean quadric polytope  (also called the correlation polytope by some authors) 
is defined  by 
BQP.x,,  :=Conv(ddTI  d  E  {0. l}").  (2) 
The polytope BQL,×,,  consists of the symmetric n x  n matrices  Y =  (Y/j)  satisfying the 
inequalities: 
Y/; +  Yjj-  Y/j ~<  l, 
(3) 
/ -~k  -  Y/.; +  Y/k +  Yjk ~< O, 
I, Y/; +  Yij +  Ykk -- Y/j -- r;k -- ~k  ~<  1 
for  1 ~< i,j,k << n.  The set  Q,,×,,  is defined  by 
Q,×,,  := {Y E SYM,,×,,  I Y -  diag( Y) ( diag( Y) ) T ~- 0}. 
One  can  check  that  Q,,×,,  is  a  convex  set.  (Indeed,  let  YYI  c  Q~×,~ with  diagonals 
d  := diag(Y),  d'  := diag(Y;)  and  let  ot  be  a  scalar,  0  ~< a  ~<  1.  We check that  Y"  := 
ozY +  ( 1 -  a)Y ~ E  Q,,x,,;  its diagonal is d" := ad +  ( 1 -  ot)d t. Then,  Y" -  d"(d") r = 
a(Y -  dd  v) +  ( 1 -  or) (Y~ -  d(d;) v) +  a( 1 -  or) (d -  d ~) (d -  d~) T is indeed positive 
semidefinite.) 
2.2.  Convex sets in ]~v 
The stable set polytope of the graph G =  (V,E)  is defined  by 
STAB(G)  := Conv{d E  {0, 1}" I d;d.j  = 0  for all edges ij E E}.  (4) 
The polytope ODD(G)  in 11~  v  is defined  by the inequalities: 
I  di ~  0  for i C V, 
di + dj ~<  1  for ij C E,  (5) 
d;~<  Iv(c)l  -  12  foreachoddcycleC=(V(C)  , E(C))inG. 
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The convex body TH(G)  is defined by 
TH(G) := {d E l~  n [ 3z  E R E(x')\z such that Z  >-- 0, where Z  is the 
(n +  I)  x  (n +  1)  symmetric matrix defined by (7)};  (6) 
Z00 := 1, 
Zoi := Zii :'= di 
I  ZiJ :=  Zij 
tz,  j  :=0 
for all i =  1  ..... n, 
for all ij E E(K,,) \  E, 
for all ij E E. 
(7) 
2.3.  Convex sets  in I~  E 
We introduce 
CUT  +I(G),  MET  ±I(G)  and  £(G) 
as  the projections of CUTffxt,,  MET  :i:1  and  £,x~,  respectively, on  the  subspace  R e 
II XH 
of ~,x,,. The sets CUT  ±1 (G), MET  ±1 (G)  and E(G)  are called the cut polytope,  the 
metric polytope and the elliptope of the graph G, respectively. 
:t:L  MET±I  and  £,xn  consist  of symmetric n  x  n  matrices  with  Note  that  CUTnx n,  nXn 
prescribed diagonal entries (namely, equal to 1  ). Such matrices can be encoded by their 
upper triangular part  which is  a  vector of length  (~)  indexed by the edge set of the 
complete graph K,. Thus 
CUT  ±1 (K,,),  MET  ~l (K.)  and  ~'(K~) 
CIIT  ±1  MET  +l  and £.xn-  contain the same information as  --nx,,,  .x. 
An  explicit description of MET  ±l (G)  by linear inequalities can  be  found in  [4]. 
Namely, 
MET  +I(G) = {x E ~'z [ -I  <~ Xe <~  1 foreEE, 
x(V)  -  x(C \  F) >~ 2-  [C[ for V C_ C, C  cycle, IF  I odd}. 
On  the  other  hand,  a  parametric  description  of ,f(G)  is  known for some classes  of 
graphs including series-parallel and chordal graphs  [6, 12, 18]. 
Remark 1.  Note that the vertices of CUT+1 (G) are the (:kl)-incidence vectors of the 
cuts of G. It is maybe more customary to represent cuts by their (0, 1  )-incidence vectors, 
i.e.,  to consider instead the polytope CUT  °l (G)  which is in one-to-one correspondence 
with CUT  +1 (G), namely: 
CUTO, (G) =  {l__2_-x I, x E CUT  +. (G) } 
(where the vector (1 -x)/2  has, by definition, the components (1 -Xe)/2 for e E E). 230  M. l_zturent et aL /Mathematical Programming 77 (1997) 225-246 
2.4.  Convex sets in 1R  v+e 
We introduce 
BQP(G),  BQL(G)  and  Q(G) 
as the projections of BQP,,x,, BQL,,x,, and Q,,xn on the subspace IR  v+E of IR  "xn (where 
[R  v represents the space of the diagonal entries for matrices of SYM,×,). 
3.  Combinatorial  optimization  problems 
We consider the following combinatorial optimization problems: the max-cut problem 
(8),  the  unconstrained  quadratic  (0. l)-programming problem  (9),  and  the  maximum 
stable set problem (10). 
3.1.  The max-cut problem 
Given  a  graph  G  =  (V,E)  with  node  set  V  :=  {1 ..... n}  and  edge  weights  w  = 
(w~)~eE, the max-cut problem can  be formulated as 
1 
max  Z  -~ wij ( 1 -  xixj) 
.<~<J.<,,  (8) 
s.t.  x  E  {-1,1}" 
-t-1  (after setting w(i = 0  if ij is not an edge of G). Hence, the cut polytope CUT, x,,  is the 
convex hull of the set of feasible solutions of the problem (8), after linearization of the 
objective function. In other words, the problem (8)  can be rewritten as 
max  Z  1wij( l  --  Xij) 
1  <~i<j<~n 
s.t.  x  ctrr ' ,, 
Obviously, we have the inclusions: 
CIIT  ~1  C  MET +j  and  CUT +1  C  Enx,,. 
~11 X n  --  --11 X  I|  --11 X  11  -- 
Indeed,  for any x  E  {-1,1}",  the matrix X  :=  xx T  has diagonal entries  1 and  satisfies 
the triangle  inequalities;  moreover, it  is obviously positive semidefinite. Therefore,  the 
metric  polytope  METffxl,,  and  the  elliptope  E,,x,,  are  relaxations  of the  cut  polytope 
CIIT  +l  In particular, for an arbitrary graph G, 
~  =nxIl" 
CUT  ~:j (G) C_ MET  -+j (G); 
equality holds if and only if G  has no Ks-minor [5]. M.  Laurent et al./Mathematical  Programming  77 (1997) 225-246 
3.2.  The unconstrained quadratic  (0, 1  ) -programming problem 
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The unconstrained quadratic  (0, l )-programming problem reads 
max  Z  wijdidj 
I <~i<~,j<~,,  (9) 
s.t.  d  E {0, 1}" 
where W =  (wij)  is a  symmetric matrix of the cost coefficients. The convex hull of the 
set of feasible solutions to the problem (9), after linearization of the objective function, 
is the polytope BQPnxn. The polytope BQL.xn is a linear relaxation of BQPn×., i.e., 
BQPnxn C_ BQLn×n. 
while  a  positive  semidefinite  relaxation  of BQP,,×.  is  the  set  Qn×,,  as  we  have  the 
inclusion: 
BQPI, x,, C  Qnx,,. 
Indeed,  if d  E  {0, 1}"  and  Y := dd  T,  then  Y -  diag(Y)(diag(Y)) T =  0  is,  therefore, 
trivially positive semidefinite! 
One may think of other ways of relaxing the condition: Y =dd T for d  E {0, 1  }n. For 
instance,  as  (d +  v) (d +  o) T >- 0 for all v E JR", Y may be constrained to satisfy 
Y +  diag(Y)v  T +  vdiag(Y) T +  vv  T ~  O,  for all v E R". 
Alternatively, one may require that 
(~  >--0,  where d:=diag(Y). 
dlY/ 
In fact, as the following lemma shows, these conditions all define the same semidefinite 
relaxation.  ((i)  ~-~ (ii)  is contained in  [13]  and  (i)  ~-~ (iii)  in  [3].) 
Lemma 2.  Let Y  be a  symmetric n × n matrix, d  E JR", and 
Z  :=  . 
\elY/ 
The .following assertions are equivalent. 
(i)  Y-dd  T~O. 
(ii)  Z  'L-_  O. 
(iii)  Y + dv  T + vd  T + vv  T ~- O for all v E JR  n. 
Proof.  The  proof of  (i)  ~  (ii)  is  based  on  the  following observation. Let b0  C  ~, 
b E IR  n and c := (b0, b)  E ~1,+~. Then, 
cTZc = (bo + bTd) 2 +  bT(y -- ddT)b. 232  M. Laurent et al./Mathematical Programming 77 (1997) 225-246 
Table  2 
Matrices  from Rnx, which are also in  Qnxn 
n  Total  ~,min />  0.001  in  Qnxn 
3  100000  86 694  8610 
4  100000  80 293  1498 
5  100000  73 576  214 
6  100000  67 505  20 
7  100000  61 567  3 
8  100000  55 880  0 
For  (i)  ~-~ (iii),  use the identity 
Y+doT +vdT +vvT= Y-ddT  + (d+v)(d+v)  T.  [] 
This shows that the convex set  Q,,x,  is, in some sense,  the best possible semidefinite 
relaxation  of BQP,,x,. 
Another possible  relaxation  of the condition:  Y =  dd  T for d  E  (0, 1}",  which may 
seem  most natural  at  first  sight,  is  by requiring that  Y _  0  and  Y/i ~<  1 for i =  I ..... n. 
In other words, one may consider the convex set 
~,,x,  := {Y E SYM,,x,,  [ Y ~  0,  Y,'i ~< I  for i=  1  ..... n). 
Clearly, Q,,x,  c  7"4,,x,,. We investigated experimentally how much smaller Q, xn actually 
is with respect to 7~,,xn.  We used MATLAB to generate an  n x  n  matrix  C  with entries 
drawn  uniformly from  [-1,  I].  We  then  scaled  the  columns ci of C  to have  norm  li, 
where  li  was  chosen  at  random  from  the  unit  interval.  Then  R  := cTc  is  in  7-4,,x,. 
Note that,  if R  is  "close"  to the  boundary of ~nxn,  i.e.,  if R  is  near  singular,  then  it 
is highly unlikely that  R  E  Q,,×,,.  We summarize  our experiments  in Table 2. For each 
n = 3, 4 .....  8, we generated  100000 matrices R E T4nx,, in the manner described above. 
Table 2  indicates  how many  of them satisfy  /~min ~  0.001.  (~.min denotes the minimum 
eigenvalue of a matrix  R.)  The last line of Table 2 indicates the number of matrices that 
also  belonged  to  Q,,x,,.  It becomes  clear  from  this  simple  experiment  that optimizing 
over  Q,,x,,  instead  of 7-4,x, should indeed  lead to a  significant improvement. 
3.3.  The maximum stable set problem 
Given  a  graph  G  =  (V,E)  and  node  weights  c  =  (ci)iev,  the  maximum  stable set 
problem is 
max  Z  cidi 
iEv 
s.t.  didj=O  ifijEE  (lo) 
d  (O, 1}". M. Laurent et al./Mathematical Programming 77 (1997) 225-246  233 
Hence, the stable set polytope STAB(G) of G  is the convex hull of the set of feasible 
solutions to the program (10), The polytope ODD(G)  in N n is a relaxation of the stable 
set polytope, i.e., 
STAB(G) _C ODD(G). 
When  STAB(G) =  ODD(G),  the graph  G  is said to be t-perfect  (for recent progress 
on  the  characterization of t-perfect graphs,  see  [10]).  The set  TH(G)  is  a  positive 
semidefinite relaxation of the stable set polytope, i.e., 
STAB(G) C TH(G). 
(Indeed, if d  E  {0, I}"  is the incidence vector of a  stable set of G  and  u  :=  (1,d)  E 
N "+~, then  the matrix  P  :=  uu  T  satisfies  (7);  this  shows  that  d  belongs to TH(G).) 
This definition of TH(G)  is given  in  [21]; other equivalent definitions can  be found 
in  [ 13]. 
Remark 3.  Note that one can optimize in polynomial time over the semidefinite relax- 
ations for the max-cut and stable set problems (as positive semidefiniteness of a matrix 
can be checked in polynomial time). Let ~e  (resp. Gs)  denote the class of the graphs 
G for which C(G) = CUT:~I(G)  (resp. TH(G) = STAB(G)). Therefore, the max-cut 
problem (resp. the stable set problem)  can be solved in polynomial time over the class 
Gc (resp. ~s). It has been shown that ~.~ consists of the perfect graphs (see [13] ). As a 
consequence, the stable set problem is polynomial for perfect graphs; this is a nontrivial 
result for which no other direct proof is known. On the other hand, it is shown in  [ 18] 
that Ge consists only of the forests. So, this gives only the trivial result that the max-cut 
problem is polynomial for forests. 
4.  Connections 
The purpose of this section is to show the connection existing between the positive 
semidefinite relaxations of the max-cut problem and  of the maximum  stable set prob- 
lem.  We recall  in  Section 4.1  the  isomorphism ~, which provides the correspondence 
between the polytopes associated with the max-cut problem and the unconstrained (0, l)- 
quadratic problem, as well as their linear and semidefinite relaxations. Section 4.2 makes 
the link with the stable set problem. 
In  what  follows we  shall  always  suppose that  a  matrix in  SYM(,+~)×(,+~ ) has  its 
entries indexed by the pairs  (i,j)  for i,j E  {0, 1  ..... n}.  Given a  graph G, the graph 
G v  is defined by adding one new vertex adjacent to all original vertices of G. 
4.1.  Connection between the elliptope g(G  v)  and Q( G) 
Let us consider the linear mapping 
~t9 :  SYM(n+l)×(n+l  )  ) SYMnxn, 234  M. Laurent et al./Mathematical  Programming  77 (1997) 225-246 
defined  by 
1 -  Xoi 
Yii.-  2 
1 + Xij -  Xoi -  Xoj  [Y/J :=  4 
The  mapping  ~  is  many-to-one  as  the  diagonal  entries  of  X  do  not  intervene  in  the 
definition  of the image Y =  ~a(X). However, an inverse ~p-l  can  be defined by requiring 
that the diagonal  entries of X  be equal  to  1; namely, 
~--I  : SYMnxn  ~  SY1Vi(n+l)x(n+l) '  Y =  (Yij)l<~i.j<~n ~  S  =  (Xij)o<~i,j<~n 
for all  i =  1 .....  n, 
for all  1 <~ i  ~  j  <~ n. 
is defined  by 
I  Xii  :=  l 
Xoi  :=  l  -  2Y/i  for all  i =  1  .....  n, 
X 0:=1  +4Y,  7-2Y/i-2Y/j  for all  1 ~<i~j~<n. 
As  has  been  observed  by  several  authors  (see,  for  example,  [8, 14] ),  the  polytopes 
CUT~,,I+I )x(,,+l) and BQP, x,, are in one-to-one correspondence  via the mapping ~o, i.e., 
±l  BQP.×.,  ~-I (BQPnx.)  = CUT  +j  ~(CUT(n+l)x(n+l))  =  (n+l)x(n+l)" 
(This correspondence  was observed,  in  fact,  between  the cut polytope in  0, 1-variables 
and  the boolean  quadric  polytope.)  Moreover,  the  same  correspondence  holds  for the 
linear relaxations,  i.e., 
~a(MET~,I+I)x(,,+I)) = BQL,,x..  ~a  -I (BQLnx,,)  = MET ±t  (n+l) x(n+l)" 
Hence,  the  inequalities  of the  system  (3)  defining  BQL,,x,,  correspond  to the  triangle 
inequalities.  The first two inequalities of the system  (3)  may seem to be more "natural" 
than the remaining two ones. They correspond, in fact, to the triangle inequalities through 
the vertex 0.  (Namely, ~-i  maps the inequalities of type 0  ~< }'}/1- ~< ~i and Yii+Yjj-Yij  <~ 
1 on  the inequalities  of type Xij -  Xio -  Xjo/>  -1  and  Xij +  Xio +  Xjo  >~ -1.) 
Actually,  a  relaxation  of  BQP, x,  using  only  these  two  types  of  inequalities  was 
introduced  by Hammer et al.  [ 15], and  called a  roof dual. 
The same correspondence  holds also at the level of the semidefinite relaxations. 
Proposition 4.  ¢P(g(n+l)xtn+l))  =  Q,,x,,,  ~P-I(Q,,x,)  = $(,,+l)x(,,+l). 
Proof.  Let X  C SYM(,,+I)x(,,+I)  with diagonal  entries equal  to  1 and  Y = ~p(X).  Then, 
X  E  £t,,+l)×(n+l)  if and  only if X  :L-_ 0,  i.e.,  bTXb  >~ 0  for all  b  E  IR  '+t.  For b  E  R "+t, 
set or := ~o<~i<~, bi.  One can  check that 
bTXb=o'2-4cr(  ~  biYii)  +4  ~  bibiYij. 
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Hence, X E E(n+j)×(,~+l) if and only if the inequality 
o2-4o(~--~  biY/i)+4  ~  bibjYij>~O  (11) 
1  <~i<xn  1  <~i,j<~n 
holds for all o- E 1R and  (bl ..... b~)  E A n. At fixed (bi ..... b~), the inequality (11) 
holds for all o- if and only if 
1 <~i<~n  I <xi,.i<~n 
The  latter  relation  holds  for  all  (bl ..... b,,)  E  ]R"  if and  only  if the  matrix  Y- 
diag(Y) (diag(y))T is positive semidefinite, i.e., if Y belongs to Q,×,.  [] 
There  is  an  analogous correspondence at  the level of arbitrary graphs.  Namely, let 
G = (V, E)  be a graph with V = {1 ..... n}. Consider the graph G' := G x7 with node set 
V/  := VU {0}  and edge set E'  := EU {(0, i)  [i C V}. Let cpc denote the one-to-one 
mapping  induced by q~  between  the subspaces  ]R  e'  of SYM(,+j)x(n+1)  and  ]Rvue  of 
SYMn×n,  i.e., 
q~G  : ]R{(O,i)IiEV}UE  > ]RVUE  X  ~  Y, 
1 -  Xoi  for i E V,  Y//:= --T-- 
l +  Xij -  Xoi-  Xoj  forijEE. 
L Y/J:=  4 
Then it follows that 
~pc (CUT  ±l (G  V) ) = BQP(G),  q~l (BQP(G)) = CUT  +j (GV), 
~p(MET  ±] (G  v) ) = BQL(G),  ~p-I (BQL(G)) = MET  ±~ (GV), 
~  (£'(G  v) ) = Q(G),  ~o~  l  (Q(G) ) = £'(G  v)  ). 
4.2.  Connection  between  Q( G)  and TH(G) 
As was already observed  (e.g., in  [22] ), the stable set polytope of a  graph G is, in 
fact, (the projection of) a face of the boolean quadric polytope of G; namely, 
STAB(G) = {d E ]R" [ (d, Oe)  E BQP(G)}. 
(Here, 0E denotes the all zeros vector of ME.) This relation extends to the semidefinite 
relaxations. Namely, 
Proposition 5.  TH(G) = {d E A n I (d, 0E)  E Q(G)}. 
Proof.  The proof follows from the definition (6)  and  the equivalence  (i)  ~-~  (ii)  of 
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In other words, the convex body TH(G)  arises  from the convex set  Q(G)  by inter- 
secting it with the hyperplanes Pe = 0  (for e E E)  and projecting on R". Hence, TH(G) 
arises  from  Q(G)  in just the same way as  STAB(G)  arises from BQP(G).  However, 
STAB(G)  is  a  face of BQP(G)  (because  the  inequalities  p~  /> 0  (e  E  E)  are  valid 
for BQP(G));  in  contrast,  TH(G)  is not  a  face of Q(G)  as  the  inequalities Pe  >/0 
(e E  E)  are no longer valid for Q(G). 
As a consequence, the body TH(G) can be expressed directly in terms of the elliptope 
E(G  v)  as follows: For d  E IR", define x  E R e(cv)  by 
xoi =  1 -- 2di  for i E V, 
x o=1  2di-2dj  forijEE. 
Then, 
(12) 
dETH(G)  ~  xEg(GV). 
In  other  words,  TH(G)  corresponds  to  the  section  of  the  elliptope  E(G  v)  by  the 
hyperplanes 
xij = xoi + xoj -- 1 
for all ij C E. 
Finally, let us note that the same connection holds at the level of the linear relaxations; 
namely, 
Proposition 6.  ODD(G) =  {d E R" [ (d, 0e)  E BQL(G)}. 
Proof.  Let d  E N" and x  := q~-I (d,0e)  be defined by (12). Suppose first that (d, 0e)  E 
BQL(G), i.e.,  that x  E MET  +l (GV). We show that d  E ODD(G). The relations: di >>- 0 
and di +  dj  <~  1  ( ij E  E)  correspond,  respectively, to the relations: xoi  <.  1 and xij  >1 
-1.  Let  C  be an  odd cycle  in  G. Then,  the  inequality x(C)  >~ 2-  ICI holds;  it can 
be rewritten as ~iev(c) di <~ (IcI -  1)/2.  This shows that d  E  ODD(G). Conversely, 
suppose that d  E ODD(G); we show that x  E MET  ±1 (GV). For this, we have to check 
that, if C  is a cycle in G v  and  F  ___ C  with IFI odd, then x(F)  -  x(C \  F)  7> 2 -  ICI 
holds.  From the above, we can suppose that C  is a cycle in G  and  F  ~  C. Let  W(F) 
(resp.  W(C \  F))  denote the  set  of nodes  of C  that  are  adjacent  to  two edges  in  F 
(resp.  in C \  F).  Then,  the relation x(F)  -  x(C \  F)  ~> 2 -  IcI can be rewritten as 
-2  ~  di+2  Z  di)l-IF["  (13) 
JEW(F)  iEW(C\F) 
As F  v~ C, F  can be decomposed as F  = FI U ... U Ft,, where the Fh'S are subpaths of 
C.  Clearly, the inequality Y'~.i~W(F,,)  di <~  LIFhl/2]  (for h =  1  ..... p)  follows from the 
edge inequalities  for d.  Hence,  ~ieW(F)di  <<. ~,~h.<pLIF,,I/2J  ~< (IVl-  1)/2.  as  IFI 
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We can summarize the results of the section in the following frame, where 
Z;a := {X E R (''+l)x("+l) I Xij =0 for ij E E}. 
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STAB(G)  ,  ,  BQPnxn  fq/2~ 
ODD(G)  ,  '  BQLnxn M£;a 
TH(G)  ,  '  Q,,x,,N/:a 
We conclude with an example of application to the vertex cover problem. 
Example 7.  Given a  graph G  =  (V,E),  a  subset  S  _C  V is called  a  vertex cover if S 
contains at least one endnode of every edge of G. Given node weights wi  (i E  V), the 
vertex cover problem consists of finding a  vertex cover of minimum weight. It can  be 
formulated as follows: 
1 + 
vc(G)  :=  min  ~wi  YoYi 
2 
iEV 
s.t.  (yo-Yi)(yo-yj)=O  forijEE 
Yo,Y, ..... y,, E  {-I,  l}. 
A  posiUve semidefinite relaxation can be obtained by relaxing the variables Yo, yl ..... 
y,  to be unit vectors in N "+~. This relaxation can be written as: 
l  +Xoi 
sdp(G)  :=  min  ~wi 
2 
iEV 
s.t.  -Xoi-Xoi+Xij=-I  for/j E E 
X  E g(n+l)x(n+l). 
Using the above correspondence between the elliptope and the body TH(G), we obtain 
that 
sdp(G) = ~  wi -  O(G), 
iEV 
where O(G) is the theta function defined as max(~iEv widi [ d  E TH(G))  (see [13] ). 
This fact is noted in  [ 17]. Therefore, the relation: 
wi -- or(G)  vc( G) 
iEV 
which holds at the integer level extends to the semidefinite relaxations (recall that a(G) 
denotes the maximum weight of a stable set in G). Interestingly, Kleinberg and Goemans 
[ 17]  show that 
vc(G) 
--~<2 
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and that the ratio can be made  arbitrarily close to 2  for some classes of graphs. Hence, 
semidefinite programming does not help here since, as is well known, a 2-approximation 
for the  vertex  cover problem can  be easily  obtained  by considering the obvious linear 
relaxation  of the problem. 
5.  Combining linear constraints and semidefinite constraints 
5.1.  Intersection  versus  projection 
Quite  naturally,  a  tighter  relaxation  for each  of the problems  (8)  and  (10)  can  be 
obtained by combining the linear relaxation and the semidefinite relaxation. For instance, 
for the  max~cut problem,  this  amounts  to taking  the  intersection  MET  ±1 (G)  N g(G) 
of the  metric  polytope and  of the  elliptope.  In  fact,  an  even  better  relaxation  can  be 
obtained  by  taking  the  projection  on  the  edge  set  only  after  intersecting  the  metric 
polytope and  the elliptope. Namely,  let We denote the projection of the space SYMnxn 
on the subspace  N e  indexed  by the edge set of G. We have the following inclusions: 
CUT  ±l (G)  C  ~'E(g, xn fq METffxl,,)  C  g(G)  fq MET  ±l (G).  (14) 
As indicated by the next result,  the inclusion 
7re(g,,x,,  n  MET~xI,,)  c  g(G)  f) MET  ±1 (G)  (15) 
is,  in general,  strict.  Let  G  =  K, \  e  denote the complete graph on n  vertices  with one 
deleted edge. 
Proposition 8.  The inclusion  in  (15)  is strict for the graph  G  = K, \  e,  n  >>. 7. 
Proof.  Set n = k+3  where k )  4  and a  := 1/v"k. Suppose e =  (n-  1.n)  is the missing 
edge in G. Let x  C It~  E be defined by: xij = 0  for 1 ~< i <  j  ~< n -  2. xl .,~-I = a, xl.. = 0. 
x.-2,,~- 1 = O, x.-2,.  = a, xi.n- I = xc,, = a  for 2 ~< i ~< n -  3. Let X  denote the symmetric 
n x  n matrix  with diagonal entries  1 and whose off diagonal entries are given by x  with 
X,,-I..  =  z,  where  z  is  to  be  determined.  One  can  check  that  X  _.L- 0  if and  only  if 
±1  z  =  (k -l)a  2, and  that  X  C  MET.x .  if and  only if2a-  1 ~<  z  ~<  1 -a.  This  shows 
that  x  E  g(G)  A MET+I(G).  On  the  other  hand,  x  q~  7r~(gnx. n  METffxl,,)  as  there 
is  no  value  of z  making  X  simultaneously  positive  semidefinite  and  metric  (because 
(k-l)a  2>l-a).  I-1 
Note  that  equality  holds  in  (15)  if G  has  no  Ks-minor,  as  MET ±1 (G)  coincides 
then  with  CUT±I(G).  Note,  however,  that  g(G)N  MET±I(G)  4:  CUT±I(G)  for 
G  =  Ks.  For  this,  consider  the  symmetric  5  ×  5  matrix  X  whose  diagonal  entries 
are  1  and  whose  off diagonal  entries  are  equal  to  -1/4.  One  can  easily  check  that 
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Let  ~  denote  the  class  of graphs  for  which  equality  holds  in  (15).  We  show  the 
following: 
Theorem 9.  G  is closed  under  taking  induced  subgraphs  and  under  the  clique  k-sum 
operation for  k  = O, 1. 
to write the matrices 
where the vertex  u E 
Set 
Proof.  We first check that the class  G  is closed  under taking  induced  subgraphs.  This 
follows very easily from the following fact. Let X  E SYM,,×,,  and set 
( l  o) 
X / 
:= \0 
Then,  X ~ E  E(,+z)×(,+l)  (resp.  X'  E  MET~,~+t)×c,,+I))  whenever  X  E  C,,×,, (resp. 
X  E MET  ~:l  ).  ~/1 Xn 
We now show that the clique k-sum operation preserves  the class ~  for k = 0, 1. Let 
G~  =  (Vj, El )  and  G2 =  (½, E2)  be  two graphs  such  that  E  f3 V2  induces  a  clique of 
size  k  in  both Gi  and  G2  and  there  is  no edge between  a  node of Vj  \  V2  and  a  node 
of ½  \  VI. Then,  the graph G  := (V := Vl U ½,E  := El U Ez)  denotes the clique k-sum 
of G1  and  G2.  Set  nl  := II/i  1,  n2  := IV21,  and  n  =  Ivl  =  n~  +  n2 -  k.  We suppose  that 
GI  and  G2  belong to the class  ~  and  that k =  0, 1.  We show that  G  E  ~.  For this,  let 
x  C E(G)MMET  ~  (G). We must show that x  E ~e(E,,x, AMET~x1,,), i.e., we must find 
a matrix X  E E,,×,, M  METff~,, such that x = ~e(X).  Let xi denote the restriction of x on 
the subspace R e', for i =  1,2. Since Gi E G, there exists a matrix X~ E  E,,,x,,, AMET~Ix,, 
so that xi = 7re~ ( X[),  i =  1,2. 
In the case  k = 0, we simply take for X  the matrix  0) 
X=  X~  ' 
one can  easily check that X  E g,×,, N MF.T +1  ~'----n  x,'~" 
Suppose now that k =  1;  hence,  n =  nl +  n2 -  1. Let  {u}  =  VI  fq I"2. It is  convenient 
X[  (defined  above)  in the form 
and  X~=  X2  " 
Vt C'l V2 corresponds  to the first row and column of X1  and of X2. 
aT  bT) 
X  =  Xl  ab  T  . 
ba T  )(2 
::El  We  claim  that  X  ~_  E,×n M METnx ..  In  order  to  estabfish  X  E  E,,×,,  we  will  use 
repeatedly  the equivalence  (i)  ~  (ii)  from Lemma  2.  Since X[ _  0, i =  1,2,  we have 
X1  -  aa T  ~- 0  and  X2 -  bb  T  ~  0  and, hence,  also 
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Using  Lemma  2  again  with  Y and  d  :=  (~),  we  conclude that  X  ~  0.  The diagonal 
entries of X are  I. Therefore, X E gn×.. 
MET  +l  i.e., that x(i+xik +Xjk ~> -- l and xij-xa-xjk  >~  It remains to check that X E  __.×., 
-1  for all  triples  {i,j, k}  C_  V.  The triangle inequalities involving either {i,j, k}  C_ V~ 
or {i,j, k}  C_ ½  are satisfied by our assumption that Gi ,G2 E ~. In particular, we have 
xij +  ai + aj >/-1,  (16) 
xij -  ai -  a.i /> -  1  (17) 
for i,j  E  Vi \  {u}.  There are  three possible types of remaining triangle inequalities to 
consider, denoted below as  (a),  (/3)  and  (y). 
Case  (ce). Consider the triangle inequalities for the triple {u, i,j)  with {u} = VIM ½, 




l=(ai+l)(bj+l)  ~0, 
l=(ai+ l)(-bj+l)  ~0, 
l=(-ai-t-l)(-bj+l)  ~0 
tbllow from the tact that -1  ~< ai, bj <~ 1. 
Case  (/3).  Consider the triangle inequalities for the triple {i,j, k}  with i,j  E  Vl  and 
k E ½. Then, we have to check the validity of 
x~i +  bkai +  bkaj >1 --1. 
We distinguish two subcases  according the sign of ai + aj.  Assume ai +  aj  >/ O. Then, 
(ai +  aj) (bk +  1 )  /> 0 and, hence, 
xij +  bk (ai +  a j)  >~ xq -  ai -- a i  >1 -  1 
using (17). Assume ai +  aj ~  O. Then ( ai +  aj) ( bk -  1)  >/0, and hence 
xij +  bk (ai +  aj )  >/Xij  +  ai +  aj >>, --1 
using (16). The other triangle inequalities follow by symmetry. 
Case  (y). Consider the triangle inequalities for the triple {i,j, k}  with i,j  E  ½  and 
k c  Vl. The situation is symmetric with case (/3).  [] 
Let us now turn to the maximum stable set problem. In the same way, if G = (V,E) is 
a graph with  V = {1 ..... n}, let frye denote the projection of SYM,,×n  on the subspace 
R v+~  (identifying the space of diagonal entries with ]Rv). We have the inclusions: 
{(d,0e)  I d  E STAB(G)} C rrve(BQLn×n Yl Q,,x,,) MT-/E 
c  BQL(G) M Q(G) N 7-(E 
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where 7~e := {(d,p)  C R v+n I P~ = 0 for e E E}. Note that equality holds throughout 
(18)  if G  is perfect  (as,  then,  Q(G) MT-/~ =  {(d,0e)  I d  E STAB(G)})  or if G  is 
t-perfect (as, then, BQL(G) fq 7-/e = {(d,0E)  I d  E STAB(G)}). 
Remark 10.  An upper bound O(G)  on the stability number a(G)  of the graph G  is 
given by the theta function: O(G) := max{eTd I d  E TH(G)}. Schrijver [25] has shown 
that O(G)  can be strictly improved by taking O'(G) := max{eTd I d  C TH(G),d ~> 0}. 
Let us observe that the additional constraint d  >~ 0  is the first inequality of (5), which 
corresponds to a special case of triangle inequality. 
5.2,  Quality of the approximations 
How large an error can arise  when the max-cut is approximated by optimizing over 
the elfiptope or over the metric polytope? 
In order to recall some known facts, let us introduce the following notation. Given a 
graph G and edge weights w, let mc(G, w), ~o(G, w)  and 7r(G, w)  denote the maximum 
1  W  -4-1  •  of E  i <~i<j<~,~ ~  ij( 1 -Xij)  over X E CUT~,, X E C,×n  and X E MET, x ., respectively. 
In  the case  where  w is  identically  1 on  the edges of G  (and  0  elsewhere),  we write 
mc(G), ~(G)  and or(G) instead of mc(G, w), ~o(G, w)  and ~-(G, w), respectively. 
(a)  Relaxation  by  the  elliptope  C,×,.  The relaxation  over E,×,7  is  asymptotically 
optimal in the following sense.  Let G,,  I, denote a random graph on n  vertices with an 
edge probability p, 0 <  p  <  I. It has been shown in  [7]  that 
lim  ~o(Gn,v)/mc(Gn,p)  ,  1, 
n "-"* OO 
with  probability  1 -  o(1),  for  any  fixed  edge  probability p,  0  <  p  <  1.  It  has 
been  conjectured  by  Delorme  and  Poljak  that  the  worst-case ratio  ~o(G)/mc(G)  is 
attained  for G  =  C5  (the five-cycle)  where q~(Cs)/mc(Cs)  -  1.131.  The  conjecture 
was  "almost" confirmed by the result of Goemans  and  Williamson  [ 11]  who proved 
~o(G, w)/mc(G, w) <~ 1.138 for any graph G and any nonnegative edge weights w. 
(b)  Relaxation  by the metric polytope  MET  ±1  The performance of ~( G) /mc( G)  =nXn" 
was studied in  [24]. In particular, it has been shown that 
lim  qr( G,,p,,) /mc( Gn.p,,) ~  2 
(with  probability  1 -o(1))  for certain  edge  probabilities Pn,  Pn  ~  O.  This means 
that the metric approximation or(G)  can  be as  bad as possible, since the same worst 
case  ratio  is  attained  by  IE(G)I/mc(G).  On  the  other  hand,  it  is  well  known  that 
~(G, w) = mc(G, w)  if G is not contractible to K5  [5]. 
4-1  (c)  Relaxation  by the intersection  £,,×,, r-1 METe,×,. It has been proposed in  [23]  to 
approximate mc (G, w)  by 
1 
max  Z  2wu(1-Xu) 
1 <~i<j<~n 
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(It  is  possible  to  solve  the  optimization  problem  over  the  intersection  in  polynomial 
time using  the ellipsoid method as described  in  [ 13].) 
Conjecture  11.  The  worst  case  of this  approximation  is  attained for  the  complete 
graph  Ks, for which the ratio approximation/max-cut is 25/24 "= 1.04. 
The ratio 25/24  in the conjecture comes  from q~(Ks)  = 25/4  and mc(Ks)  = 6. 
Any correlation  matrix  X  E  E,  rx,  can  be represented  by a  spherical  configuration  as 
follows. Let X =  vTv  where  V =  [v~ .....  vn]  is a  k ×  n  matrix with columns vi.  Since 
u?ui  -~  Xii  .=  1,  the  vectors ui  are  unit  vectors  and,  hence,  can  be considered  as  points 
on  the  unit  sphere  in  ~k.  Since  X  is  the  Gram  matrix  of  vl .....  v,,,  the  vectors  are 
called a Grant  representation  of X. The Gram representation was used by Goemans and 
Williamson  [ 11 ]  to derive  the above mentioned  result  about the  worst case  bound  for 
positive semidefinite  relaxation  of the  max-cut.  If X  is  a  matrix  from £nx,, A MET ±l  If X//~ 
its Gram representation  has  to satisfy some additional  constraints. 
The  following  iemma  gives  a  characterization  of X  E  En×n  fl MET  ±1  in  terms  of  --RXn 
the Gram  representation  of X.  In particular  it  will turn  out  that  in  this  case  the Gram 
vectors cannot  have arbitrary position on  the sphere Sk. This observation may be useful 
for an error analysis of this tighter relaxation. 
We denote  by cos(a, b)  the cosine  of the angle between  the vectors a  and  b. 
Let  X  E  g,,x,,  and its k  x  n  Grant  representation  V  be given.  Let  vTvj =  Lemma 12. 
cos otij,  where 0  <~ oti.i <~ 7r.  The following  two statements  are equivalent. 
MET ±  (1)  X~  -,,x,. 
(2)  I cos(ok, oi + oj)l  <<. cos(o~ij/2) for all triples  (i,j, k). 
Proof.  First  note that X  E MET  ±j  implies that the Gram vectors vk satisfy 
uTt:j  + vTvk +  VyVk +  1 7> 0,  (19) 
vTvj -- v/Tvk -- vTvk +  1 >~ 0,  (20) 
for all distinct  triples  (i,j, k). This  is equivalent  to 
-1  --vTvj  +  o i)  1 +oTvj 
for all  (i,j,k).  Note also that 
v~(vi +  v/) =  V/2( 1 +  cos otij) cos(ok, vi + vj). 
Combining the two relations  we get 
icos(vk, Vi+Vj) I ~  ~/1  +  cos  aij2  -  cos -~-.ce0  [] 
Remark 13.  By  optimizing  over  the  elliptope  gn×,,,  one  obtains  an  approximation 
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In fact, by using appropriate objective functions, the elliptope permits to obtain good 
approximations for several  other problems, including the maximum directed cut problem, 
the maximum 2-satisfiability problem  (see  [11] ). In fact, for the latter two problems, 
Feige and Goemans [9]  have proved that a better performance guarantee can be derived 
by optimizing over the elliptope intersected by a class of triangle inequalities. 
6.  Integer programs in binary variables 
We have shown in Section 4.2 that the stable set problem and its relaxation correspond 
to a  constrained max-cut problem.  (Another example is the formulation of the graph 
bisection problems in  [23].)  We briefly address  now the question of how to use the 
previous  results  for  (general)  linear and  quadratic pro~ams  in  (0, 1)  variables.  We 
consider the quadratic (0, l)-problem (QP-01): 
max  xT Cx 
s.t.  xTAix <~ bi  for i= 1  ..... m,  (21) 
aTx <<. fli  lbr i= I ..... k,  (22) 
x E {0, 1}"  (23) 
and the linear (0, 1)-problem  (LP-01): 
max cTx  subject to (22)  and (23). 
Clearly,  (LP-01)  is  a  special  case  of (QP-01).  The problems  can  be relaxed  to  the 
following problem (RELAX)" 
max  (C, X) 
s.t.  (,~i,X)  ~<bi  fori=l  ..... N,  (24) 
X E BQL,,×,,,  (25) 
X E Q,,xn.  (26) 
Since xT Cx = tr( Cxx T) = tr CX for X = xx  T, the problem 
max(C, X)  subject to X E BQL,,x,, n  Qnxn 
is a relaxation of maxxTCx, x  E  {0, 1} n (cf. Subsection 3.2). The collection of linear 
constraints (24)  is derived from constraints (21)  and (22)  using the following steps. 
( i ) Embedding of linear constraints on the diagonal. Each constraint (22) is replaced 
by 
(diag(ai), X)  ~< Hi 
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(ii)  Linearization of quadratic constraints. Each constraint (21)  is replaced by 
(Ai, X)  <~ bi. 
(iii)  Generating  new quadratic constraints.  In  [ 1,21 ]  it is proposed to multiply the 
linear  constraints by xj  and  I  -  xj,  to  obtain  additional  quadratic  constraints  of type 
(21). This produces 2kn new quadratic inequalities: 
Xj(fli--aTx)  ~0,  (1  --xj)(fli--aqi'x)  ~0  (27) 
for i  =  1  ..... k,  j  =  1  ..... n.  Finally,  [21]  also  suggests  to  look alternatively  at  all 
pairwise products of the constraints 
(fli -  aTx)(flj  -  a~. x)  >~ O,  (28) 
which yields k 2 constraints  (independent of n). 
In the system  (27)  (or  (28), respectively) all occurrences of xi in a linear term are 
replaced  by x/2  for all  i,  and  the  new  quadratic  constraints  are  linearized  as described 
in  step  (ii).  The  new  system  has  several  remarkable properties  (see  [21]).  We  can 
illustrate the effect of the two methods described in  (iii)  on the following example. 
Example 14.  Consider the following (LP-01): 
n 
max ~  xi 
i=1 
xi + x i +  xk ~< 2  for all triples i, j  and k pairwise different 
xi >10 
Xi E  {0, 1}  i----- 1 .....  rl 
Clearly, the optimum integral solution has value 2, while the fractional solution (without 
the  last  constraint)  has  the  value 2n/3.  For  n  ~> 4,  the  procedure  (27)  leads  to  the 
value 4n/7. 
The procedure (28)  leads to the values 8n/13, 8n/14 and 8n/15 for n = 4, n = 5 and 
n  ~> 6, respectively. Hence the former method is more efficient for n = 4, the latter one 
for n/> 6, and their results coincide for n = 5. 
Finally, adding  the positive semidefinite constraint  (26)  to either of (27)  and  (28) 
improves the optimum value to  (n +  1)/2 for all n >~ 8. 
Remark 15.  The procedure of generating new quadratic constraints and their lineariza- 
tion  (described  in  (ii)  and  (iii)  above)  was originally proposed as a  tool  to generate 
new  linear  constraints  to  the  program  (LP-01).  However,  the  results  of the  previous 
Section 5.1  indicate that it may be advantageous to work in the lifted space (cf. Propo- 
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Remark  16.  The  constraints  of  the  program  (RELAX)  consist  of two  independent 
parts.  While  (24)  depends  on  the  specific  constraints  of  (LP-01)  or  (QP-01),  the 
constraints  (25)  and  (26)  are  always  the  same,  since  they  express  the  0-l-structure 
of the  variables.  Since  (25)  and  (26)  themselves  are just  a  relaxation  of the max-cut 
problem,  the whole program  (RELAX)  can  be viewed as a  relaxation of a  "constrained 
max-cut  problem".  Since  any  additional  known  inequalities  for  the  max-cut  can  be 
incorporated  into  our  scheme,  any  progress  in  solving  max-cut  is  progress  for  integer 
programs. 
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